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TRADITIONAL LED DUSK-TO-DAWN

The Round LED Area Light (LAL1 Series), or "Barn Light", is ideal for outdoor locations that require broad light distribution. Perfect for illuminating driveways, yards, and work areas. The LAL1 is DLC Listed to qualify for most utility rebates. 50W models replace up to 150W HID, and 80W models replace up to 250W HID. Included is a twist-lock photocell and 90° extension arm. UL Listed.
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ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING FOR INDUSTRIAL & WAREHOUSE FACILITIES

The Linear LED High Bay Light (LLHB1-FL Series) is suited for indoor locations with high ceilings. The LLHB1-FL is DLC Premium Listed, so it qualifies for most top-tier utility rebates. 2-foot models (100W) produce 1,4106 lumens. 3-foot models (150W) produce 21,758 lumens. 4-foot models (220W) produce 31,036 lumens. A surface mounting kit is included for ease of installation. 3.4ft Adjustable suspension cable kit is optional. A Motion sensor and programmable remote control are optional for increased energy savings. UL Listed.